Two Works for Piano: Fantasia and Introduction & Variations on Non Pìu Mesta
by Olivia Dussek Edited by Barbara Harbach
Olivia Dussek, daughter of Jan Ladislav Dussek and Sophia Dussek, was born in London in the mid- l790s, and died post 1845. She
was a composer, harpist, organist, and pianist. Her keyboard and harp compositions were often settings of familiar folk melodies. Her
married name was Olivia Dussek Buckley. The first page of Fantasia contains the following information:
FANTASIA, for the Piano Forte, COMPOSED & DEDICATED TO Miss Bogle, by OLIVI A DUSSEK
Ent(ere)d. at Sta(Stationers] Hall. Price 3s. LONDON, Printed & Sold by S. Chappell Music Seller to His Majesty, 135, New Bond Street.
Fantasia for the Piano Forte is in two movements, the Allegro Brilliante, and the rondo, Allegro con Piacere, and both are in C Major.
The dramatic sections of Allegro Brilliante contain full chords, arpeggiations, ascending and descending octaves, as well as
broken octaves. The dramatic sections alternate with Dolce sections. The Dolce sections begin with eighth-note motion, and
rhythmically accelerate from eighth notes, to triplets, to sixteenth-note motion. The form for the Allegro Brillante is almost a rondo
form (ABACA). The A sections are dramatic with similar melodic material and figuration, while the B and C sections are Dolce, again
with similar melodic material and figurations.
The second movement of Fantasia is labeled Rondo Allegro con Piacere. The usual form for a rondo is ABACA. However,
this rondo begins with the A section, followed by the B section in the dominant key, but then there is no return to the expected A
section before beginning the C section. After the C section, the form concludes with the usual A section. In a lilting 6/8 meter, the
Rondo begins the A section with an Alberti bass, and a folk-like melody with plenty of melodic inventiveness. The B section has
running sixteenth notes and arpeggios in the right hand. In A minor, the C section is harmonically restless with repetition of
phrases and is the longest of the sections. Dussek must have had a formidable keyboard technique since the Fantasia is very idiomatic
for the piano, covering a wide range with full chords, arpeggios, and running sixteenth notes.
Introduction & Variations on Non Pìu Mesta is based an aria from the opera Taming of the Shrew, and unfortunately, the composer of
the opera and aria, Non Pìu Mesta, is unknown. The first page of Introduction & Variations on Non Pìu Mesta contains the
following information:
INTRODUCTION & VARIATIONS for the PIANO FORTE, on the favorite Air NON PÌU MESTA,
in the Opera of the TAMING OF THE SHREW,
Composed and Dedicated to Miss Fanny Margaret Phillott, by OLIVIA DUSSEK BUCKLEY.
Ent.(Entered] at Sta(Stationers] Hall. No. I. Price l/6
London, Published by I. Willis & Co., Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, And 7, Westmorland Street, Dublin.
The Introduction, Allegro con brio in G Major, cut time, is a flamboyant and dramatic introduction. A wide keyboard range, with rich
dynamic contrasts characterizes the Introduction. The first half is more metered with wide-spaced Alberti basses, while the second half
consists of a cadenza with sweeping descending scales, rising dominant seventh arpeggiated chords, and ends on a dominant chord in
anticipation of the Variations.
The Variations open with a simple setting of the tune Non Pìu Mesta, and are followed by three variations. This initial setting has
some arpeggiated passages. Most of the variations are fourteen measures in length, and have the same harmonic structure as the
original setting. Variation I has the rhythmic motion of sixteenth notes in the right hand, and some chromaticism in the harmony. In
Variation 2, the right hand contains the melody while the left hand has triplet motion, followed by a short section of contrary-motion
arpeggiation. Right hand sixteenth note passages, rapid octaves, arpeggiation in contrary motion, chromaticism, and repetition of
phrases lead to a successful conclusion.
Editor's Note: This performing edition is an Urtext in which few ornaments, phrasing, articulation, or dynamics have been added to the
score that were not originally provided by the composer. Each performer may determine these details following the composer's
indications. However, the editor has unified ornaments, phrasing, articulation, and dynamics within passages or in restatements
except where the composer clearly wanted variety with each recurrence. Likewise, obvious harmonic uniformity was provided by the
editor (for example, where chromatic alterations were not carried out consistently in the original edition within passages or chords).
Unnecessary accidentals were omitted, and the notation was altered occasionally to conform to modern standards.
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